K&M Gutter Screen
Combining the strength of a solid gutter helmet with the ability to capture water in heavier rains due to our offset hole design and wire screen skin.

Pre drilled holes for ease to attach gutter screen to fascia board

1/2" x 2" Offset hole

Stainless steel micro mesh keeps leaves and most debris out while allowing water to pass through

Mesh not shown for the purpose of better displaying offset holes

Joggle bends help slow down water in heavy rains

Stainless Steel Mesh
Nominal size: 26x26
Wire diameter: ~0.0075"
Opening size: ~0.031"
Open area: ~64%

Profile changes to accommodate Euro Bead Gutters

not to scale

K&M Gutter Screen
Available in 5' Lengths
Screen may sit on hidden hangers as shown

Tabs on undermount hangers may be bent to act as a pocket for the back of the gutter screen

Fastening to the front portion of a gutter is recommended but optional for all gutter profiles where the front edge of the gutter screen hooks into place like a hanger. On Euro bead gutters, the profile does not allow for a hook, therefore fastening is strongly recommended.

**Standard Materials:**
Copper, Aluminum & Steel. May also be manufactured in other materials. Please contact us for a quote.
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